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WARRINGTON COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS / LIBRARY
PARTNERSHIP
Beginning in
1989 with
a $10,000
grant from
the Fisher
School of
Accounting (FSOA), the Business
Library brought the first three
public workstations to Library
West as well as the first publicly
accessible CD-ROM databases
(Compact Disclosure and ABI/INFORM), and the first online service, Dow Jones News Retrieval
(rebranded in the 1990s as Factiva). In 2020, The Warrington
College of Business (WCB) and
the Libraries signed an updated
Memorandum of Understanding
that explicitly commits the Business School to contributing more
than $50,000/year to share the
cost of ten essential financial

regions. UF's Study Abroad pro-

THE BUSINESS LIBRARY IS
NOT JUST FOR BUSINESS
UF Innovate
Director Mark
Long says
that access
to business
library databases for company,
industry, and market research, is
critical to "our ability to attract
clients from around the world."
Entrepreneurs at the Hub, Sid
Martin Biotech, Engineering, and
many other programs use the
industry and market research
databases to find new markets
and prepare business plans based
on reliable sources and statistics. Each spring the Big Idea

grams depend on the Global Road
Warrior's business travel guides,
covering 180 countries, to help
students learn about countries,
customs, and cultures before and
during their trips abroad. UF's
Career Connections Center helps
students prepare for interviews
using company research databases. The UF Foundation uses D&B
Hoovers to identify and research
executives
with Gator
connections
for
prospective
donors.
https://businesslibrary.uflib.ufl.edu/

Gator Business Plan Competition
awards more than $40,000 to
the top teams. Last year, the
first, second, and third place
prize winners used the Business
Library to develop their winning
plans. Advertising and Public
Relations students use Simmons
consumer survey data, Ad$pendufdc.ufl.edu/source
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